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Ecko Unltd and Ecko Red, well-known international brands are from the house of famous 
US artist Marc Ecko, who has successfully transformed art into fashion
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Fashion 
unlimited

Spencer’s Retail made its next big leap 
in the retail market by launching ecko 
Unltd brand in India with 1,200 sq ft 

store in Promenade Mall, Vasant Kunj and at 
City square Mall in Rajouri garden, delhi. ecko 
Unltd and ecko Red, well-known international 
brands are from the house of famous Us artist 
Marc ecko, who has successfully transformed 
art into fashion. ecko Unltd stores to offer an 
eclectic space fitting well with the brand’s 
philosophy that is dedicated to the off-beat 
and adventurous that cuts across a wide 
swath of youth culture, giving everyone a 
chance to be true to themselves.

anurag Rajpal, VP/Head apparel Brands, 
spencer’s Retail, says - “Marc ecko represents 
a new era in designer fashion for youth and his 
style of merchandise is becoming synonymous 
with today’s youth culture the world over. 
ecko brand in India will cater to aspiring youth 
and provide them fuel for their inspirational 
fashion. The retail ambience provided at ecko 
stores is an extension of this very expression.”

“We always wanted to offer a unique retail 
experience, the call of the day was restraint 
& experiment on one hand, yet provide a 
breathtaking & an awesome retail experience 
which stands as a differentiator in Indian retail 
market and provides a befitting canvas for this 

internationally famous Rhino brand starting 
its journey in India.” says anurag Rajpal.

The store features experience at its best with 
charcoal lead interior colors, a dJ station, a 
graffiti walls, a catwalk inspired customer 
walkway, a graphisized display walls, a 
dynamic shaped shoe wall and some other 
unique features to give the store its signature. 
These ideas converged in the store concept 
to appeal to trendy and fashionable target 
segment.

says sanjay agarwal, Founder and director of 
dFC, “It gives a sense of pride that our design 
team has given the concept and shape to ecko 
Unlimited retail store, and the same has been 
well appreciated and recognized by the ecko 
brand team and spencers apparel VP/Head 
apparel Brands, Mr. anurag Rajpal. The design 
team at dFC led by Vineeth, aditi and Fazal 
worked to give shape to this new retail image, 
which has an eclectic atmosphere, open to 
the street and almost like an extension of the 
sidewalk.”

at the very beginning of the retail journey 
into ecko Unltd, the façade spells out the 
international facet of the famous Rhino 
brand. The 2d brackets in the logo enclosing 
a rhino has been transformed into two 3d 
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Walls merchandised with graphic backdrops contrasted by the charcoal wall and ceiling 
walls accentuate fashion statements across departments

The catwalk is angled to visually converge at the larger than life ‘Anthem’ image behind the 
cash wrap and to draw attention to a life-size Rhino forming the visual ‘eye’ of the store 
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half brackets placed diagonally opposite 
each other in the windows. The graphics 
of an international cityscape together with 
the graffiti and pictures of adventure sports 
visually draws the customer from the street 
onto the “street-like catwalk” inside these 
1200-1500 sq ft stores. even the catwalk is 
angled to visually converge at the larger than 
life ‘anthem’ image behind the cash wrap and 
to draw attention to a life-size Rhino forming 
the visual ‘eye’ of the store which was featured 
for the time in India.

shahab Rizwan, Brand Manager, ecko Untld 
says “ecko Untld is a brand that speaks to 
the lifestyles and attitudes of a global youth 
culture - merging elements of fashion, sports, 
design, music and technology. We are sure that 
with strong roots in youth culture, ecko Unltd 
and ecko Red will become the touchstone of a 
new generation.”

The fashion offerings in the store are 
placed on fixtures along this walkway. 
Walls merchandised with graphic backdrops 

contrasted by the charcoal wall and ceiling 
walls accentuate fashion statements across 
departments. Chrome/metal and red accent 
have been fused to create interesting 
embellishments to add to the excitement and 
youthfulness of the brand environment. ecko 
Unltd (Men) from ecko Red (women) have been 
differentiated instore by the use of colors and 
forms. Red has been used on sectional header 
complemented by soft curved fixtures for the 
women’s department.

soma Majumdar, associate design 
Communication, FRdC says: “designing a 
brand retail store is creating an environment 
where the persona of the brand finds full 
expression. The brand persona or the identity 
of Marc ecko bespeaks attitude, adventure, 
non conformist, and offbeat. Underlying all 
this is an artist and dramatist very much like 
the man who pioneered this company. Hence 
the inherent danger was trying to do too 
many things and failing miserably.”

Windows have been provided keeping a flexible 
VM plan in mind so that it can be adapted 
during different promotions and seasons. 
shop windows are framed with Bracket on 
one side and are provided with matrix of LCd 
screens forming a communication canvas 
for ecko Brand communication to engage 
passers-by. The walkway from entrance invites 
fashion seekers into the store.

Paul ancheta, Head - Visual Merchandising, 
says “The idea behind merchandise 

Red has been used on sectional header complemented by soft curved fixtures for the 
women’s department

The edge lit Walking Shoe display wall, all add to the retail drama and an ethos of 
street yet urbane feel of the space
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presentation behind each zone is casual, 
youthful and almost musical. as the product 
is the king for Marc ecko, the horizontal 
sightlines of the store consists only of 
fashion statement with product clusters 
supported effectively with graphics themed 
on tataunand rafiti, hiphop music and action 
sports. Faceless mannequins are being used to 
ensure the attention of the customer is on the 
product. Black and red coloured mannequins 
are introduced to differentiate between men 
and women’s collection respectively.”

The edge lit Walking shoe display wall, all 
add to the retail drama and an ethos of 
street yet urbane feel of the space. shoes 
displayed are inspired from walking and thus 
display the same language. The skate culture, 
unlimited, unbridled energy: raw yet artistic 
finds expression into the custom built dJ 
console and hanging microphones. Tapping 
the voracious aesthetic curiosity of an ecko 
customer, niches displaying merchandise 

have been made to look like framed paintings 
with graphics as the backdrop in the back 
walls of the niches themselves. Brand ethos 
and communication images have been given 
their own place on the double height walls to 
create the impression of a gallery of paintings 
complementing merchandise below. 

The Cash Wrap is more than a transactory 
space or mechanism and houses watches as 
display for impulse purchases. The gondola 
designs are inspired from face out of famous 
ecko Tops with graffiti and designs and thus 
hold merchandise at an angle to the walking 
customers.

The lighting design is based on idea of gallery 
and a much higher intensity is provided on walls 
to highlight designs and colour. Only CdMT’s 
of 35 watts with crystal clear reflectors have 
been used to create a consistent freshness and 
accurate colour rendering which is the key for 
such environment. The power savings also 
have been kept in mind and the total lighting 
is planned only at 3.0 watts per sq ft.

This new store design concept has delivered 
to the brand a visual signature and instore 
experience that has supported the launch in 
a market with a fair amount of clutter in the 
fashion apparel segment l

Brand Brief, Basic Overview, Inputs, 
Guidelines on desired Retail Concept 
anurag Rajpal 
VP/Head apparel Brands 
spencer’s Retail Ltd.

shahab Rizwan 
Brand Manager – ecko, spencer’s Retail Ltd.

Retail Concept, Store Design including 
Layout and Fixtures Design 
design For Change, FRdC, Bangalore

FRDC Design Team 
Vineeth, aditi, sayantani and Fazal

VM Design 
spencer’s team 

Fixtures Manufacturing 
disha Retail fixtures, Bangalore

Lighting Design and Supply 
Focus Lighting, Mumbai

General Contractor-Interior/HVAC/
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Mannequins and Hangers 
Clone Mannequins, delhi

Audio and DJ System 
Onkyo 

At the very beginning of the retail journey into Ecko Unltd, the façade spells out the 
international facet of the famous Rhino brand

Astha Bhardwaj  
(with inputs from Vaishali Tanwar)
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